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Mass tort and sexual abuse 
claimants may be sitting on top  

an insurance goldmine



But a big recovery requires 
an insurance plan



Insurers pay when the cost 
of not paying immediately 

exceeds the benefit of delay



The roadmap to recovery 
requires an understanding 

of the pressure points



Too often, tort claimants put 
minimal pressure on insurers



How do we change the 
dynamic?



Settle with the defendant 
now for a payment along with
a stipulated judgment and an 

insurance assignment



Make sure the settlement has 
all the necessary ingredients to 

preserve insurance



Once the rights are assigned, 
and the stipulated judgments 
are entered, sue for recovery



No defendant/middleman; no need 
to litigate the underlying case – the 
tort plaintiffs can proceed directly 

against the insurers



Now, the goldmine can be 
tapped
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